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Deception detection: The truth about lies
George McKinley
Atlanta Truth Forensics, USA

Purpose: Lies and deception are an inherent part of how we communicate but the majority goes undetected as the average 
person is no better at spotting them than flipping a coin. Knowing more about lies and how we communicate gives insight on 
how to recognize them. 
Methods: Observing non-verbal communication in addition to verbal gives more information about what someone is 
communicating to help determine if they are being truthful or not. 
Results: Using scientific based approaches to analyze non-verbal and verbal communication, the percentage to successfully 
detect deception can increase up to the 70-90% range.
Conclusion: Knowing how we communicate and what to look for are the keys to spotting deception which will lead us to the 
truth in our dealings with others in our personal and business relationships.
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Challenges for the development of forensic document examinations in case of Ethiopia
Getachew Denbela
Ethiopian Federal Police Forensic Investigation Directorate, Ethiopia

Ethiopia is among the developing countries in east Africa which has been facing white collar crimes in deep. Even though 
forensic document examinations counts more than four decades, it hasn’t been developed as expected. As this work is 

new and beginning, literatures were collected and used to have base for development of forensic document examinations. To 
identify the challenges for its development, one federal and four regional document investigation laboratories were focused. 
Questionnaire, interview and analyzing data from real cases at hand from federal laboratory were the methods in which of 
information were gathered. Forensic document examiners, police investigative officers, Attorneys, Insurance and bank workers 
were sources of information. Analysis from the data suggested that the societies do not have awareness whether the suspected 
document is investigated or not, the concerned Legal Justice bodies haven’t given proper attention toward its development, 
lack of skilled man power located to this profession who apply all investigation procedures and operate instruments used for 
examinations and no opportunities to upgrade themselves as certified examiner. Examiners are not stable in laboratories due 
to unsatisfactory salaries paid them and taking them away for another job leaving document examination behind. Lack of 
qualitative and original standards brought to laboratories which highly affect examination results, which in turn questions the 
admissibility of the results in court.
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